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INTRODUCTION 

The disturbed remains of an infant interred in a granite outcrop 

southwest of Hawthorne, Nevada, were reported to the Bureau of Land 

Management by Hawthorne residents searching for "lost treasure." 

Because the location of the find and the existence of grave goods were 

known to others, further destruction of the site by artifact 

collectors was believed inevitable. The body and associated artifacts 

were removed by BLM and Nevada Division of Historic Preservation and 

Archaeology personnel for anthropological analysis prior to return of 

the remains to the Walker River, Northern Paiute Indian tribe. The 

infant, probably less than one month old, was buried on a cradleboard 

and provided with cloth and glass bead grave offerings. Artifacts and 

historical analyses indicate interment between ca, 1881 to 1912 date 

for the burial. 

SETTING 

The burial was in a granite outcrop in the eastern foothills of 

the Wassuk Range, Mineral County, Nevada (Fig, 1). The outcrop, 

approximately 2.3 miles southwest of the town of Hawthorne, is at an 

elevation of 5,040 feet, The site is about ten (10) miles south of 

Walker Lake, a terminal lake basin for the Walker River. The Wassuk 

Range trends north to south, and it forms the western boundary of 

Walker Lake. From a lake elevation of about 4,000 feet, the Wassuk 

Range extends upward to 11,239 feet. at Mt. Grant. The region lies 

in the rainshadow of the Sierra Nevada and receives about five (5) 

inches of annual precipitation at lake level. Precipitation 

increases with increasing elevation, but only the Walker River, fed 

by Sierra runoff, flows year-round. The region's semi-arid 



environment promoted the preservation of the burial remains. The site lies 

within the Shadscale Vegetation Zone, dominated by shadscale (Atriplex 

confertifolia; Billings 1949). 

ETHNOHISTORY 

Walker Lake was known as trout lake (agaipah) by the Northern Paiute 

(Numa) living along its shore and along the lower reaches of the Walker River. 

The Trout-eaters (agaidika?a) inhabited the northern reaches of the lake and 

the Fish-eaters (pakwidika?a) inhabited the southern end of the lake (Johnson 

1975). Although the lake and river served as an occupational and ceremonial 

focus for the Native Americans, their transhumant lifeway carried them as far 

east as the Reese River Valley in central Nevada and the Pine Grove and the 

Pine Nut mountains to the west. These seasonal treks were in pursuit of game 

and plants (Nevers 1976; Johnson 1975). Of particular economic importance to 

the Northern Paiute -was the seed of the piny-on pine(~ monophylla) 

available at higher elevations in the Wassuk Range and other Great Basin 

mountain ranges throughout the state. The neighboring Washo (Wa She Shu) were 

centered around Lake Tahoe, but occasionally ventured into the region during 

their seasonal rounds for food plants and game (Price 1980; Nevers 1976). 

Walker Lake also figures in Washo mythology (Dangburg 1968; Downs 1966). 

Buro-American explorers entered -western Nevada beginning with Ogden in 

1829, Walker in 1833, and Fremont in 1844• In 1851, Mormon Station (Genoa) was 

established as the first, permanent Euro-American settlement in western Utah 

Territory (western Nevada) along the Carson River Route of the emigrant trail. 

The discovery of the Comstock Lode at Virginia City in 1859 ushered in the era 

of intense mineral exploration and settlement of outlying areas. Permanent 

Euro-American settlement of the Walker Lake area began in 1859 when W. H. 

Dickson settled about 14 miles north of the lake (Angel 1881). Following the 
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Pyramid Lake Indian War of 1860, the Walker River Reservation was set aside, 

and an Indian agency under "Sub-Indian Agent" Thompson established (Thompson 

1983; Wasson 1861). At that time, the reservation included the lower reaches of 

the river and the lake (Nye 1861). Although the boundaries were greatly 

reduced in size over the years, the tribe was formally granted a reservation by 

executive order in 1874. 

Officials of the Carson and Colorado Railroad (C&C RR) began discussions 

with tribal leaders and the Indian Agent in 1880 concerning railroad right of 

way through the reservation. Construction through Indian lands was permitted 

for a fee of $750 and an agreement allowing Northern Paiutes free 

transportation on the railroad line. This arrangement lasted on the C&C RR 

until the 1890s (Myrick 1962). Indians on the C&C RR and on other rail lines 

usually rode atop boxcars or on flat cars added for them. 

Northern Paiutes were present in Hawthorne from the day of its inception 

as the southern rail head for the C&C RR in 1881 (Myrick 1962). The 

establishment of Hawthorne presented the Northern Paiute a local alternative to 

reservation and ranch lifeways. :i.,orthern Paiutes working as wage laborers were 

associated with the town as the community waxed and waned in concert with the 

bonanzas and borrascas of the mining camps it supported. Finally, a prolonged 

depression began in 1905 when the railroad grade was realigned around the town. 

In 1907, Hawthorne lost its status as a county seat to Goldfield. Except for 

the short-lived Lucky Boy strike between 1909 and 1912, Hawthorne was an 

economically depressed and depopulated community between the time the railroad 

left and until it returned after an absence of over two decades (Couch and 

Carpenter 1943). With the establishment of the U.S. Navy Ammunition depot at 

Hawthorne in 1931, a railroad spur was constructed from the main rail line at 

Thorne (Myrick 1962). 
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:nELD METHODS 

'fhe burial had been disturbed on several occasions by the original 

discoverers of the locality. In addition to this disturbance, there was also 

extensive displacement and degradation of grave goods by packrats. 

Archaeological investigations began with photographing and mapping the area. 

Surface artifacts were collected at the burial and downslope from it. The 

grave site was exposed by removing overlying cobbles and stones from the 

crevice for med by large granite boulders. 'I'he burial was covered by a packra t 

nest and colluvium which were systematically removed and screened during 

excavation. The body and intact cradleboard fragments were removed as separate 

units. Artifacts and human remains were carefully packed for transport back to 

Carson City for analysis. An agreement was reached between the Bureau of Land 

Management, Division of Historic Preservation and Archaeology, and the Walker 

Lake Indian Tribe for the return of the recovered human remains and all grave 

goods to the tribe for reburial after scientific examination and analysis. 

The infant remains were recovered from a shallow grave scooped into the 

gruss fill at the bottom of the crevice. The grave sloped toward the east and 

was approximately 1 .Om east to west and 0.75 m north to south. Although 

extensive damage had occurred to the grave, the burial mode could be 

reconstructed from tlle discoverers 1 testimony and position of cradleboard 

remnants. The extended body, wrapped in a blanket, was placed on the 

cradleboard with head and shoulders uphill, and the face up and oriented toward 

the east. 'l'he cradleboard and infant were covered with a brocade scarf, then 

the burial covered with earth, and the crevice loosely sealed with rocks. 
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tlUNAN REMAINS 

Human remains were separated in the lab from associated packrat midden, 

textiles, glass beads, and animal bones. These artifacts and other material 

were bagged and analyzed separately. 

The human remains were comprised of the incolilplete skeleton and 

mummified tissue of a very young infant. Table 1 is a listing of the skeletal 

elements present. de cause the skull bones were not fused, cranial measure111ents 

were not taken. All of the post cranial bones, with the exception of the right 

femur, ilium, and one lumbar vertebral body, were joined in anatomical order by 

desiccated soft tissue and fabric. The presence of the soft tissue on the 

postcranial remains prevented measureinent of all but a few bones, unless 

dissection was undertaken, an option not pursued. Hair and desiccated skin 

were also found adhering to the parietals, occipital, and other cranial vault 

bones. The preservation of the soft tissue is not indicative of the recency of 

the burial as natural illummification of human remains is represented in ancient 

cave burials eleswhere in the region including the Carson Desert, Humboldt 

Sink, and Winnemucca Lake Basin (Kobori 1981). The arid climate and protection 

f'ro:n the elements afforded by the rock outcrop favored preservation o_f the 

human and cultural remains. 

Age and Sex 

The deceased died at a ver1 youne age. None of the tooth crowns were 

completely formed, and based on the pattern of dental development, this 

individual had died between birth and three months of age (Ubelaker 1978; Table 

2). The lengths of the right femur (73.2 mm), left humerus (65.2 mm), and 

right ilium (J?.O mm) corroborate this age estimate (Ubelaker 1978). The 

features demarcating sex in the human skeleton do not develop until 

adolescence, so determination of sex is not possible for this individual. 
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Physical Constitution 

An examination of a radiograph of the body revealed no obvious 

pathologies. 'i'he tooth enamel was examined for markers of developmental 

stress. ~narnel disturbances occur as concentric rings around the tooth crown 

showing the positon of incomplete development. Known as enamel hypoplasias, 

these rings provide a clear record of metabolic stress in the growing 

individual. Because much of the deciduous tooth enamel develops in ute:r.g,, 

teeth from a fetus or newborn exhibiting stress markers should represent a 

stress event also exverienced by the expectant motner. 'I'hns, by observin6 the 

teeth of the very young, the relative heal tl1 of both a newborn and its raother 

can be determined. A detailed examination of the Hawthorne infant's tooth 

enamel revealed incomplete enamel formation and enamel cracking. Heither of 

these features, however, is indicative of developmental pathologies. The 

incomplete enamel formation may be a result of the young age of the individual. 

The cracked enamel is believed to be a postmortem feature associated with 

desiccation (Dahlberg pars. cornm. 1984). 'l'here is no apparent evidence for any 

trauma, including developmental problems. 'l'he tissues appear to be healthy 

with no indication of disease or trauma. 

G1iAVi liOUDS 

Artifacts associated with the burial included a cradleboard, beads, a 

scarf, and fragments of other cloth. Although recognizable as a cradleboard 

from its context and a few diagnostic fragments, this artifact was badl.f 

desiccated and extremely brittle. Furthermore, the artifact is incomplete, 

probably because of packrat activity. In the lab all artifacts were separated 

from tne dirt matrix, gently brushed, and placed in protective traJG or plastic 

bags. Loose beads were soaked in mild detergent and rinsed with water. 
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Four hundred and ninety-six glass beads were recovered from the burial 

site. Seventy six percent (375) of these beads were light moderate blue 

(Hunsell 51.l 6/6; a.k.a. robin's egi; blue) wound beads. Jvlea::mrements of a 

sample (n=25) averaged about 8.6 ± 0.7 mm in diameter X 7.0 ± 0.7 mm long. The 

central nole has an average diameter of 3.0 ± 0.3 wm. Nine of these beads were 

strung end to end on leather thongs. 'l'he luster, color, and integrity of the 

beads was excellent. These beads compared favorabl.f with beads manufactured in 

Murano, Italy. 

Transparent moderate blue (5£ 5/6, a.k.a. cobalt blue) wound beads were 

also represented. These beads are not well preserved; many are crazed and 

fragmented. Average size for eiGht of the 11 beads is a.9 ± 0.4 mm diameter X 

B.2 ± 0.4 mm long, with central holes averaging 2.9 ± 0.4 mm in diameter. 

These beads are believed to be from China. 

Larger, colorless wound beads, possibly Chinese, averaged 9.3 ± (J.J mm 

diameter .X. '/.1 ± 0.6 mo long (n=5). 'I'hese five cracked, crazed and fraernanted 

clear beads had holes averaging 2. 8 ± 0. 1 1.11n. 

Sillaller n1u1bers of other wow1d beads included two clear amber beads 

(10Yit 6/6), three pale yellowish oran;;e beads (10YR 3/6), and three moderate 

green (5G 5/6) beads. The size of these beads approximated that for the light 

moderate blue beads. 

One hexagonal dark bl'..1.e (5B J/6) drawn bead was recovered. It is 5-1 mm 

in diameter X 4. 6 m:n long. Another drawn bead was an opaque white bead 5. 5 r11.a 

in diameter X 5.1 mm long. 

E;ighty-one snall drawn beads of various colors were recovered in the 

body cavity (n=72) and also sewn to a cloth strap (n=9). These beads are about 

1.9 mm in diaweter. Color distributions and quantities were as follows: 
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translucent red with white center - 6, dark yellowish green - 14, white - 38, 

dark blue - 21, and light moderate blue - 2. 

'rhe bead asse1:ablage is interesting because of the relatively high 

percentage of light moderate blue wound beads. A small number of these beads 

was still strunc on short leather thongs and may have been suspended from the 

edge of the cradleboard hood or the leather cradleboard end cover. The other 

beads may have represented necklace elements, sewn decorations, beaded 

pendants, or loose beads. The color preference for the light moderate blue 

beads was also noted for a late-19th century to early-20th century Northern 

Paiute site at Virginia City, Nevada (Hattori 1975). The other colors (white, 

dark blue, red, green, yellow, amber, and colorless) were repesented in much 

smaller quantities. Uonspicuously absent were black beads, a color associated 

wit11 the underworld by the Southern Numa (Goss 1972). 

Sprague (1984) places an age estimate on a similar assemblage of beads 

from a Ute burial in northeastern Utah at between 1835 and 1865, while the 

Virginia City, Nevada data suggest a ca. 1880 to 1930 age. '£he use of beads 

for dating is somewhat confusing because of the longevity of the artifact and 

their popularity with various ethnic groups through time. Beads manufactured 

in the 19th century could recently be found in speciaHty catalogs such as the 

Dixie liun Works catalog (Kirkland 1975). Similarly, the Sears, H.oebuck and Co. 

catalog listed a variety of beads for sale to their clients in 1927 (Mirken 

1970). 

A blue and white four-hole decorated porcelain button with a concave 

panel was associated with the burial. The button measured 10.9 mm in diameter 

and 2.9 mm thick. The decoration consisted of a dark blue rim and stri~e 

around the 6.5 mm diameter panel. A similarly constructed and decorated button 
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was recovered at Cornucopia, Nevada, where the principal occupation period was 

between 1873 and 1881 (Hattori and HcLane 1983). The widespread use and 

manufacture of these "china" buttons ranged between about 1840 and 1910 

(Clerico 1979). As with the beads, the problem of curation must be considered 

in evaluating the age of features associated with porcelain buttons. 

The single button is interpreted as part of the cradleboard decoration 

rather than functioning as a clothing fastener. 'rhe blue color, possibly 

cultui~any significant, is similar to the dominant bead color (Uoss 1972). The 

single button may have been a pendant dangling from the the edge of the hood 

where artifacts were sus yended to entertain the baby ( \f.hea t 19b7). 

Cradle board 

'i'he cradleboard was represented by hood and backboard fragments. 

Although badly fragmented and only partially represented, it exhibits 

technologically distinctive details. 'l'he following description and 

reconstruction are based on the fragments and comparisons with ethnographic 

specimens f'rorn the Nevada State Museum and Lowie Museum of Anthropology. 'l'he 

basic desi~n represented was an open twined, hooded cradleboard that was at 

least partially covered with leather. Backboard warp rods were peeled, whole 

wands (probably Salix) about 5.2 ± 0.7 mm (n=12) in diameter. Spacing between 

the rods was about 4.0 mm. 'l'he weft was made from whole wands woven down and 

to the right (S-twining, Figure 2a, d). Spacing between four extant weft rows 

on one fragment was 31+-4, 24.0, and L~8.2 mm. 

i1eft rows were joined with one another by twisting the weft elements 

togetner and forming a loop. This loop was then attached to the side-most warp 

rod with a splint (Fit;ure 2c). The upper ends of the warp are bent 90° a.t the 

last (upvermost) weft row, trimmed flat, and overlapped with adjacent warp ends 

(Figure 2a). Five additional whole rods were placed along the bent warp ends 
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to form a bundled foundation. This foundation was then wrapped with willow 

splints. Thus, a complete, inverted U-shape, composite wooden rod frame was 

formed along the side and upper end of the backboard. 'l'he base or foot-end of 

the backboard was not clearly represented by the fragments. 

A single fra6ment of the leather covering was observed and photographed 

at the burial site. This artifact was not analyzed in the laboratory. 'l'he 

leather fragment was attached to the corner of the backboard and probably 

served as an end cover over the woven backboard finish. because there were no 

additional leather covering fragments noted nor was there evidence for a 

separate bowed frame for this cover fragment, it is not believed that the 

entire backboard was leather covered. 

'i'he hood was coc1prised of very narrow warp rods about 1.5 rum in 

diameter. These rods adjacent to the selvage were paired and j oinell by a split 

weft twined down and to the left (Z-twinine; ligure 2b). '1'he selvage was a 

splint wrapped around the bunched 1vhole rod foundation formed by bent warp 

rods. 

Fragments of a leather and cloth strap probably represented the 

cradleboard carryint; strap. The two specimens vrnre about JO and 35 rnr:1 wide 

respectively. The cloth portion of the strap was composed of seven folded 

layers of cloth hand sewn along the edge. '.rhe center-most layers were blue 

checkered cloth. 'Lhe folded edge of thir, cloth strap \las decorated with a 

single row of small opaque white drawn beads (1.9 mm diameter). 

¼astern ureat Basin Cradleboards 
a 

The cradleboard was called hup or k.vasuhup by the Nortl1ern P9.iute and 

bic koosh by the \fasho (Nevers 1976; Riddell 1960). As the infant grew, its 

cradle board wus replaced with a larger 011e. 'i'his ruay have entailed two or 

three changes, with reuse of the backboard for subsequent children (Steward 
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1933; vnieat 1967). The cradle board was ope.a twined and was usually made of 

willow. Other than that, the design and 1aanuf'acture varied within four major 

styles. 

Basket Style Grad.leboard. 1foeat (1967) and Lowie (192/~) provide a description 

of a Hortirnrn Paiute, bas·K:et style or scoo;i-shaped cradleboard for ne,1born 

infants. Washo also utilized this form (Nevers 1976). This design 

incorporated three raised, curved sides. Unlike the larger forras, these 

cradlebo':l.rds were carried in the arms of the mother (Lowie 1924). This style 

is similar to full-sized Yurock, Wintun, Hupa, and Porao cradle baskets except 

that the "hood" region is used as a seat (Jawes 1909;'Lowie 1924; Kroeber 

1925). Uther groups, including the 'ifasho, may have utilized baskets for 

newborns (d'Azevedo 1986; Steward 1933). 

Latticewo:ck Cradle board Style. ii. cradle board ,3tyle used by the Owens V:1lley 

Paiute is comprised of two perpendicular layers of open twined. willow work 

(Steward 1933). Closely spaced willow warp rods are twined together to form a 

horizontal support for a vertical willo1f rod baekboard. ·.Che backboard is 

formed by twinin5 tl1e rods together at the foot and head ends. It is then 

attached to the horizontal support by sewing the "two pieces together with yarn 

and forminJ geometric designs in the process. TI1e hood is similar to that 

described for ti~ covered cradleboard, except that no beadwork is described or 

illustrated on either the hood or cradleboard. fnis basic style is also 

attributed to the \fasho, Kin;_;s Hiver Yokuts, and 1~ast0rn llono (Kroeber 1925). 

Unq_ov~1:.~ct Cradleboarci Styl~!.. The third style of crad.leboard is 3.ttributed to 

the Northern Paiute al!d v/asho (Coi:10das 1973; Anon 19di1.; Jar;ws 1909). It is an 

uncovered. willow forr.1 with an integral willow frame. The backboard constricts 

toward the Dase and is conposed of' vertical ·;,1111011 roci.s joined by open t,lining 
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with stitch slant usually down and to the left (Z-twining) for Northern Paiute 

and usually down and to the right (S-twining) for Washo. The weft element for 

the backboard is usually willow splints for Northern Paiute and whole willow 

wands for Washo. Weft rows are continuous with the weft strips wrapped around 

the sidemost vertical rod between horizontal rows. The upper or head-end of 

the backboard's warp is usually bent 90° and wrapped. The foot-end of the 

cradleboard can be unfinished or finished by bending the warp rods upon 

themselves and wrapping the end together with willow splints. Two horizontal 

rods or split rods are attached to the back of the backboard for additional 

lateral support. The side-most rods can either be slightly larger in diameter 

or the same diameter as the other vertical warp elements. 

An open twined hood is attached to the backboard by twine or leather 

thongs at its apex and by curved willow bows distally. The warp is small 

diameter paired willow rods joined with willow splints. The stitch slant is 

down and to the left for Washo and Northern Paiute. The willow bows are 

attached to the hood with colored thread or yarn. Hood decoration is produced 

by sewing thread in a design to represent the sex of the child, diamonds for 

females and parallel diagonal lines for males. 

Covered Cradleboard Style. One of the common cradleboard styles associated 

with the Northern Paiute, and also described by Wheat (1967), is the 

chokecherry framed, buckskin covered cradleboard (Anon 1984; Riddell 1960). 

Kroeber (1925), however, mentions that the Washo occasionally utilized the 

covered cradleboard. The contracting eliptical frame is comprised of two U

shaped peeled branches joined together at the open ends. An open twined 

backboard using vertical willow rod warps and willow wefts is then secured to 

the frame along the sides and to willow cross braces. Stitch slant is usually 

down and to the left (Z-twining). 
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The cradleboard is then covered with buckskin except for the bottom of 

the frame, the opening for the child, the hood, and the area where the hood 

bows attach to the frame or backboard. The hood is constructed in a manner 

similar to that of the uncovered cradleboard hood. The principal difference 

between the two is in decoration. The buckskin covering and hood of the 

covered cradleboard are usually decorated by beaded fringes and, more commonly, 

sewn floral beaded designs. The distal hood fringe is decorated by beadwork, 

much of it dangling. On one ethnographic specimen a small gilt and enamal 

pendant was centrally located on the edge of the hood. The origins for the 

covered cradleboard are believed to be from Plateau groups in the latter part 

of the 19th century (Anon 1984; Fowler and Dawson 1986; Kroeber 1925; Wheat 

1967). 

Comparisons. Despite the widespread individual variation expected with a 

handmade article, the Hawthorne cradleboard exhibits several distinctive 

features shared with ethnographic specimens. These features include design, 

materials, and technique. The Hawthorne cradleboard was a decorated 

cradleboard similar to ethnographic Northern Paiute and Washo uncovered 

cradleboard styles. The stitch slant down and to the right (S-twining) is 

considered a Washo trait, although a few exceptions were noted in cradleboards 

attributed to both groups. A leather covering over the ends of the backboard 

is a characteristic observed on only a single Washo specimen. 

Securely tying the loose warp loop to the side of the backboard with a 

willow splint is a distinctive feature of the Hawthorne cradleboard. In the 

other specimens examined, the warp was simply twisted together and then wound 

around the side-most rods between weft rows. 
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Fabric 

SevGral fragmentary sµecLilens of dyed fabric were recovrJred from the 

burial. These range from a beaded cloth strap to a. scarf. :t<'abrics were 

e:.::amirwd under high power mac;nification and compared ,.vi th known samples. 

Fragments of dark red cotton cloth with a narrow tan decoration were recovered 

from the b1..ll'ial fill and also obse1·ved adheeing to cradleboard i'rai;ments. T.tie 

weave is about three tl1read rows per 1 mm. 

A felted mass of dark blue fibers was also recove1·ed from the fill. The 

poor preservation of this fabric prevented reconstruction and identification. 

A large (68± X 47+ cm) sil~ floral brocade fragment, believed to be a 

scarf, was recovered from the burial. 'l'his artifact has a narrow hand sewn 

rolled he.a alon~ one edge and looia selvege on two other3. The fabric wcw woven 

9.bout 27 in. wide with approximately three thread rows per 1 mm. Although 

biiJ.ly discolored, it was probablj gold or liillt tan colored. In 1j32, colored, 

brocaded r1atins (sili:) ranged in price between $0.95 and '.~2.00 1)er yard for 20 

in. wide fabric co,n1mred to '..;i0.1~5 1)er .1ard for "line Al1-Vlool .Plaids" (I'~. 

~idley ~ Sons 1882). 

,U t110ugh few ethnohistoric buris.ls in the western G-rea.t .:Jasin have been 

desc1·ibe(i, the hawtho1·ne burial contained a11 altiwst ex1Jected mixture of 

aboriginal and iuro-Arnerican artifacts froa1 an interval of acculturation and 

extreme change for Native Americans. because tl1e bu~ial was covered, protected 

bf large boulders, and in an area of little r,9.inr'all, many normally perishable 

artifacts were preserved. Ti1ia asseinblage was further dJ.stinguished by 

containinG grave off'erini:;s. 'i.'he use of a crevice burial site is an aboriginal 

i.Jattern extending into prehistor/. ·i'he burial practice of both tiie Northern 

Paiute and the Washo included extended. burials capped by stone J.11 J).rotected 



areas (io;,,rler and Liljeblad 1')86; Price 1980). The infant was buried with its 

i1ead o.nd silouldera uphill, on its back, litop the cradleboard, and with its face 

oriented toward the east. 'i'his face up position may be indicative of' the 

parents' desire for additional children (fowler and Liljebla.d 1986). The 

principal grave goods included the few immediate possessions associated with 

the infant, its decorated cradleboarcl and t)la.nket or cov01·let. Additio.nd.l 

goods v1e1·e most likely associa. ted with the mother. Ti1ese included the silk 

scarf and, possibly, SOiul-3 of the beads. Oi' trw beads, the preferred. color was 

ligi1t blue. 

1Jone of t11e artifacts are trul.J' tiue d.iaznostic. in teriuS of devadci. 1 s 

relativelJ short history. ~stimates, ho~ever, can be made fron a variety of 

sources. The Hawthorne cradleboard styll~ ia an older style that was su1Jplantod 

around the turn of the century by the covered cradleboard sty.le for tile 

1forther11 Paiute, but was retaL1ed by most vJasho weavers. 'i'he lar5e quantity of 

beads and the different beaJ types reflect an established trade networ~. The 

brocade Gcarf L, also a11 itelli which. ,rnulcl have becorJe w.ore widely available, 

thoue)1 still expensive, after settlement of the area. Al though goods ,fere 

Jistributecl by government agents beginning in HsGO at the Walker lliver iio:cthei·n 

i'aiute i{eserva tion on the northern e;:id of \'ialker Lake, it is doubtful that 

tnese t-rnuld hav0 inchided silk ::::carv0s and tr1:tde beads. \t1hen India.n Age:1t 

Ivarren \fasson distributed 6ood.s at the \IB.lker 1dver l{eservation L-1 1860, he 

gave eacl1 ·,rnuan needles, thread, and calico clot11 (hyles 195b). A lik:ely 

source for these fancy goods would be purchases with cash from wa~e labor in 

nearby 1lawthorne. 

based on the loeal i1isl.or.1 and. nature oi' the artifacts, a ca. 1881 to 

1)12 date is estimated. for the J-iawU10:i.~ne burial. Though the area I s eco.:101uy and 

population increased after the 19J0s, the artifact assemblage certainly seems 

to predate triat era. 
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Determining cultural affiliation for these artifacts is difficult. The 

presence of other Native American groups in this traditionally Northern Paiute 

area 1<1as <.J.Uite possible durine the latter part of the 19th century, 

particularly with acculturation and the widespreaa policy of free rides for 

Native Americans (1/ijrick 1';1b2). Althou;;h tho 011en backboard f3tyle and hood 

construction were indistinguishable from cradleboards attributed to botri 

1iort.her11 Paiute an(i VJasl10, tl1e twinir1g s ti tc"i-1 sla11t -:iown a11d to th.e rig11t is 

wore closely associat<8d with 'ifasho weavin6 • Trade of woven goods fro,11 the 

v1asho to the 1forthern Paiutes, however, would not have been unusual. Finally, 

the site location stronJly supports a Northern Paiute affiliation for the 

burial. Al though the burial cannot be conclusively a~rnocia ted with 3.ny Lia ti ve 

American g1·oups, lforthern Paiute and \'hwho see,a to be th1~ most likely 

candidates, with Northern Paiute the inost probable. 

CUNCLlklIUi:~0 

·.foe exhumatian of the lia\,thorne ic1fant bu:cial by t11e .t3LJl was undertaken 

to protect the gravesi te from irnpending destruction by relic nunters arid to 

return the reiaains to the local ilative American community after scientific 

study. the anthropological investigations attempted to recover information on 

the local people and tl1eir culture. 

'l'lrn study of the human remains ar'forued recovery of biocultura.l data 

from a poo:l'ly studied regio11.. Given the sparse nature of the Hawthorne 

remains, it is not possible to co;,1ment in detail about the .,;eneral physical 

nature of 11ast Na ti ve Americans frorn this region. It is possible to say, 

however, that there were no indicators of trauma, disease, or pathologJ in this 

indivirmal. 'l'he archaeological information reflects burial practices and 

material culture durinG an interval of extrerne culture chan6e for Uative 

Americans in Nevada. 
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Table 1. Skeletal Remains from the Hawthorne Infant Burial. 

Cranial Elements 

'I'emporals 
Parietals 
Frontals 
Maxilla 
Sphenoid 
Zygoma 
Occipital 
Mandible 
Dentition 
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Postcranial Elements 

Illimn (right) 
Clavicles 
Scapulae 
Humeri 
Radius (right) 
Ulna (right) 
Femur (right) 
Carpals (right) 
Metacarpal diaphyses (2 right) 



Table 2. Dental Measurements of the Hawthorne Infant Burial (Measurements 
in millimeters). 

111EASUfmMEHT 
mm 

·roo'l'H 

dI1 (Incisor) 

dI2 

dC (Canine) 

dM1 (Molar) 

di'12 

Left 

1 2 
1 b 

4.9 

9.4 

MANDIBLE 

3. 1 

J.6 

3.3 

6.8 

1 

Right 

b 

4.4 

/p8 

4.9 

7.7 

9.2 

MAXILLA 
Left Right 

1 b 1 b 

3.2 

3.6 4.3 4.4 

3.0 

5.6 7.0 7.3 7.0 7.3 

7.0 

2 
l=clength. Dimension taken at area of greatest length (Larsen 1982). 

b=cbreadth. Dimension taken 1Jerpendicular to crown length (Larsen 1982). 
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SITE LOCATION 
(Approx.) 

Figure 1. Map of Study Area ca. 1890. Location of site is approximate. 
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Figure 2. Cradleboard Reconstruction: Selvage fragment, leather covering 
removed in reconstruction to show underlying warp finish; b. Fragment of 
selvage (distal) end of cradleboard hood; c. Fragment si10wing weft attachment 
to lateral warp; d. Fragment of backboard showing weft and warp remnant. 
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